
Be part of a new experience. 
Start your new adventure with us!

You are looking for an employer who takes you to the next level. You want to work on a team which values your ideas. You want to 
participate in developing and creating the future of BBHT Solutions. Then join us as

Test Automation Engineer & Developer (f/m)
in Cluj-Napoca, Romania
Your responsibilities
▪ scope, define and build highly scalable, performant and maintainable automated test scenarios
▪ define automation test frameworks and work with development and test tools used in our clients‘ projects
▪ develop automated tests and test processes using different test practices within distributed teams
▪ coordinate with business units & development teams as well as communicate test progress and results
▪ cooperative partnership & open communication with our clients abroad

Your qualifications
▪ a successfully completed university degree, ideally in computer science, mathematics, physics or comparable
▪ knowledge and experience in object-oriented programming languages (preferably Java, JavaScript)
▪ experience with development-related test tools such as JUnit, XUnit or similiar
▪ good understanding of common test automation / management tools like Selenium, HP ALM/QC or similar
▪ proven technical and analytical experience in developing test frameworks, understanding test cases and testing
▪ experience with continuous integration and delivery
▪ fluent knowledge of German and willingness to travel to Germany
▪ ISTQB or other test related certifications are desirable but not mandatory

We offer you
▪ a permanent position and the chance to collectively develop the company itself
▪ independent work, challenging & innovative projects with renowned clients
▪ qualified and continuing education, joint trainings and company events
▪ good work-life balance by flexible working hours, overtime compensation through time off and 25 days of vacation
▪ home-office days and high quality, personal IT infrastructure

BBHT Solutions is an ambitious and with the help of our employees designed consultancy with its office in Cluj-Napoca. 
As a consultancy we specialize in IT quality management, quality assurance and software testing.
Our goal is to have motivated employees to innovatively and successfully meet new challenges together.

Let’s get to know each other! Send your application to careers@bbhtsolutions.ro or give us a call at +49 251 149815 22.
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